Facile and cost-effective synthesis of glycogen-based conductive hydrogels with extremely flexible, excellent self-healing and tunable mechanical properties.
In materials science and engineering, the designing of hydrogels with excellent self-healing and tunable mechanical properties is an inviting issue. In this study, we introduce the sacrificial bonds interactions in a hybrid hydrogel of natural and synthetic polymers, to give a hydrogel with autonomous self-healing ability and tunable mechanical properties. Glycogen, a natural polymer tends to strengthen the hydrogel while PVA, a synthetic polymer plays a critical role in the flexibility and stretchability of the hydrogel. Hydrogels were designed by the sacrificial non-covalent interactions with physical cross-linking of the polymer chains to the trivalent metal ions. Functional groups of the polymers interact with sacrificial hydrogen bonds with and with the metal ions, they interact through sacrificial coordination interactions with different strength, results tunable sacrificial bonds. Weaker sacrificial bonds rupture prior to the strong sacrificial bonds upon external loading, which dissipate the energy and endow the hydrogel with adjustable mechanical and self-healing properties. The tunable mechanical properties and excellent self-healing efficiency enlarge the application areas of the developed hydrogel in various fields.